
   
 

   

 

 
DIY Activity: Seeds on the Move! 
 

How Seeds Travel:  
In nature, different factors influence how different seeds travel. Seed shape, size and location 
are all very important in helping plants grow in an area far from the parent plant. This big move 
is called seed dispersal.  
 

For example, dandelion seeds like the ones seen here can travel in 
the wind because their seed shape allows them to float in the air. 
These seeds look like little parachutes blowing in the wind. 

 

 

In other cases, location helps to decide how a seed travels. A perfect 
example of this can be plants that live by the water. These cattails 
have seeds that can travel through wind or water. If seeds are to 
travel by water they must be able to float. 

 

Seeds with tiny hooks can also grab onto animal fur or people’s 
clothing to catch a lift.  

 

 

Alternatively, seeds can be found 
inside tasty fruit that can also be 
carried away by animals or people.  A 
common example of a  berry 
dispersed by birds is the mulberry. 
Some plants have seed pods 
designed to burst open when ripe. A 

common seed pod found in NYC parks comes from American Sweetgum trees. In the image shown 
to the left, tiny seeds have scattered on the ground once their seed pod has burst open. 

To recap, seeds are commonly dispersed by wind, water, animals, and by bursting. 

Christopher
Should have an image next to it.  A close-up image of seed that can show the tiny hooks (burdock) would be a good image to try and use. 

Christopher
This is a little confusing of a formatting choice.  You may consider adding a caption under each photo if you want to identify the species otherwise, try to integrate it into your blurbs without parenthesis. 



   
 

   

 

 
Instructions: Using both the information from the small reading section above, predict how 
each of these seeds might move or be dispersed in nature. List or draw the traits that help you 
make this prediction. If you have come across these seeds in the real world, you can also use your 
experience to make a prediction.   

 

Seed 1: Milkweed Seeds 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Seed 2: Acorns 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



   
 

   

 

 

 

Seed 3: Greater Burdock 

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Seed 4: Cranberries  

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 Answers:  

Milkweed – dispersed by wind and bursting open; Acorns – moved by animals; Burdock – moved by 
animals; Cranberries – dispersed by water and by people 



   
 

   

 

 
Part Two: Using the following materials, conduct your own little experiment to see how a seed 
might travel by wind, water or hitch hiking (being carried away by an animal). 

Materials needed:  

• Pen or pencil 
• Blank sheet of paper 
• Small candy wrapper 
• Plastic bottle cap 
• Bowl with water 
• Tape 
• Dish towel 

Instructions: Using your imagination we are going to go on a mission to help our pretend seeds 
travel far away from the parent plant. For each pretend seed first predict which travel method will 
work best to move it the furthest. Which seed will travel best by air, wind, or by hitchhiking? 
Explain why. Afterwards go ahead and test each seed to see which dispersal method moves your 
seed furthest from where it was first located. 

 

Seed 1: Small candy wrapper 

 

 

Seed 2: Plastic bottle cap 

 

 

Seed 3: A looped piece of tape 

 

 

Travel Method 1: On a blank sheet of paper draw a small X in the middle. Then place your seed 
on the X. Now, draw in a big breath of air and blow your seed as far away from the X as you can.  

What kind of dispersal method did you see? Which seed travelled the furthest? 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 



   
 

   

 

 
Travel Method 2: For this example, you will need to move to your kitchen sink. Place the bowl 
under the faucet and fill it with water. Then place your seed on the water’s surface. Now, turn on 
the faucet lightly, and let the bowl overflow for a few seconds. 

What kind of dispersal method did you see? Which seed travelled the furthest? 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

Travel Method 3: Place your seed on the ground and with a dish towel gently sweep it across 
the top of your seed.  

What kind of dispersal method did you see? Which seed travelled the furthest? 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 


